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 CHOICE MISCELLANY

The Games of Mudcat. — Our weekly feature of these games, which is well liked and admired by both adults and children, has again been the source of much interest and mirth. The other week, when we asked our readers to send us some of their favorite stories, we received quite a number of them. The following are a few of the best:

A painted bird, for instance, which is said to have been captured by a local hunter, is now on exhibit at the Mudcat Museum. The bird is of a very unusual color, and is said to be able to talk. Another story tells of a young man who was able to go up the stairs of the Mudcat Hotel with a full head of steam, and without any effort.

The games of Mudcat are always a great success, and we hope to have many more next week.
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The Great Gatsby. — This novel, which has been translated into many languages, has been a great success. The author, F. Scott Fitzgerald, is now working on his next book, which will be published next spring.

The novel is about a young man who lives in New York City, and who is in love with a beautiful girl. The girl is married to another man, but the young man is determined to have her. He goes to great lengths to win her, and finally succeeds.

The novel has been praised for its beautiful writing, and for its portrayal of the lost generation of the 1920s.

CURIUS EXPERIENCES

MENOPHAGE'S FIRST COOKING EXPERIMENTS.

How to Boil Water by the New Method — The new method of boiling water, which was invented by a local scientist, is now being tested in the schools. The method is much simpler than the old one, and is said to be more efficient.

The new method is as follows: Take a pot of cold water, and place it on the stove. Then pour in a little oil, and heat the water until it boils. The oil will prevent the water from boiling over, and will also make it easier to hold.

This method is much safer than the old one, and is said to be more popular.
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COLOR OF CIGARS

Savage and Brutes.

The Case of the Man-Eating Tiger. — This case, which has been under investigation for several months, has finally been solved. The tiger, which is said to have been on the loose in the area, was finally caught and killed by the police.

The tiger was a large, fierce beast, and had caused much trouble to the local residents. It is believed that the tiger was feeding on people, and that it had been responsible for several deaths.

The tiger was finally caught by a local hunter, who shot it with a .44 caliber rifle. The animal was then taken to the police station, where it was killed and dissected.

The case is now closed, and the local residents are much relieved.